COMMERCIAL UAV INSPECTION SERVICES

Utilize the Power of Data and Drones
Commercial UAV Inspection Services
Data insights can now take flight with the power of connected data and drones

Honeywell’s Commercial UAV Inspection Service utilizes certified Honeywell UAV pilots and state-of-the-art UAV technology to streamline and standardize routine industrial inspections. From oil and gas to utilities to transportation infrastructure, Honeywell offers customized web portals, data analytics, storage, data management and reports tailored to the unique needs of each customer.

DRONE AND PILOTS
- Specific drone utilized and tailored to your industry segment
- Airspace management and coordination with all current required airspace regulations
- Certified and trained pilots

INSPECTOR APP
- Pictures, annotation and mark-up capabilities
- Command and control onboard sensors
- Mission planning, data tagging, photo classification and annotating

WEB PORTAL
- Enhanced data visualization and reporting
- Searchable and standardized data from every inspection at your fingertips
- Optimized operations

SAFETY
Keep boots on the ground. Commercial UAVs allow for better inspection viewpoints, safer working distances and improved worker safety.

SERVICE
Honeywell’s Inspector App, skilled UAV pilots and fleet of state-of-the-art UAVs provide best-in-class, onsite service that works together with your team.

STANDARDS
Leverage the growing capabilities of automation and autonomy to create repeatable, reliable inspections time and time again. No more eye balling, no more subjectivity, just really good data.

For More Information
UAVservice@Honeywell.com

Honeywell Aerospace
1985 Douglas Drive North
Golden, Valley, MN 55422-3992
aerospace.honeywell.com

This product offering is scheduled to be fully functioning by Fall 2017.
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